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Electric Corporation Pinstugh Pennsytvania 15230-0355

DCP/NRC1061
. NSD-NRC-97-5355

Docktt No.: 52-003

October 1,1997.
4

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

- NFTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON AP600
NOTRUMP VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION (RAI 440.721b)

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached is the response to a request for additional information on the AP600 NOTRUMP Verincation
- and Validation, part (b) of RAI 440.721. This response closes, from a Westinghouse perspective
OITS-5647. The Westinghouse status column in the OITS will be changed to " Action N" for the
above item. The NRC should inform Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the "NRC Status"
column of th< OITS.

Please contact Ms. Susan V. Fanto (412)374-4028, if you have any questions concerning this material.

<

Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

g\l-Jmi \.(Attachment

ec: W. C. Iluffman, NRC (w/ Attachment)
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)
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Question 440.721 (OITS SM7)

~ (b) Provide additional justification why adverse effects from non condensible gases are not a concern for AP600
NOTRUMP small break LOCA calculations. Explain where the non-condensible gases end up and why
assumptions made for NOTRUMP calculations are conservative.

Response:
,

As discussed previously in the responses to RAl-440.325 and RAl-440.499 (References 440.721(b) l and
440.721(b)-2 respectively), both the SPES-2 and OSU test facilities simulated the injection of non-condensible
gases following the completion of the accumulator discharge period. For the SPES facility, the non-condensible
gas injected was air, whereas nitrogen was utilized for OSU. A detailed discussion of the non-condensible
injection process and migration is provided in Reference 440.721(b)-3 Section 4.4 for SPES and Reference
440.721(b)-4 Section 6.1.4 for OSU. The test results indicate that the most likely non-condensible gas collection
points would be the PRHR Heat Erchanger and Cold Leg Balance Lines /CMT tanks with no significant
degradation in sys'em performance being observed.

'Ihe potential collection points for non-condensible gases are as follows:

Upper Downcomer Region-

Upper Head (via the Upper Head Cooling Nozzles)-

Cold Legs-

Cold Leg Balance Lines and CMTs-

Steam Generator U Tubes-

- Hot Legs
PRHR Heat Exchanger-

Pressurizer-

Upper Plenum-

The potential ascape paths for non condensible gases are as follows:

3reak-

ADS Stage 13 Valves (Off Pressurizer)-

ADS Stage 4 Valves (Off Hot Legs)-

Upper Head Cooling Nozzles To Upper Plenum To ADS Valves-

Cc!d Legs To SG To Hot Legs To ADS Paths-

The AP600 plant design is st:ch that the main energy removal path (s) prior to ADS actuation are the break and
the Passive Residual Heat Removal (PRHR) System. The existence of the PRHR system results in the steam
generators transitioning from a heat sink to a heat source relatively early (prior to the discharge of non-
condensible gas from the accumulators) in the SBLOCA transient scenario. As e result, the potential collection of
non-condensible gas in the steam generatars, following completion of the accumulator liquid discharge period,
has litue effect on the AP600 SB' OCA scenario.
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Following actuation of the ADS system, the main energy remcval paths become the break and ADS paths
themselves with much less reliance being placed on the performance of the PRHR system. The opening of the
ADS paths also provides a direct vent path for the non-condensible gas from the RCS in addition to the break,
itself.

The NOTRUMP simulations performed for the OSU, SPES and AP600 plant calculations renove the PRHR
model following ADS Stage 3 actuation. A review of the test data and NOTRUMP simulations indicate that the
injection of non-condensible gases, following completion of the accumulator liquid discharge period, does not
typically occur until well after ADS stage 3 actuation. As such, these gases can not collect in the PRHR heat
exchanger until after this point in time. Since the test data indicates that the importance of the PRHR model is
diminished following ADS Stage 3 actuation and non-condensible gas is not introduced into the RCS prior to this
time, this collection process can be deemed unimportant to the SBLOCA transient progression. It should be
noted that in the AP600 SSAR analyses the PRHR was typically removed later than in the test simulations,
relative to ADS 3 actuation time, and has a small effect on non-limiting small break LOCA cases due to the
relative unimportance of the PRHR system post ADS 3.

Collection of non-condensible gas in the cold leg balance line/CMTs will only serve to enhance CMT draindown
(should liquid still exist in the tank) since steam condensation would be reduced and liquid discharge increased.
By not modeling the non-condensible gas collection process in this component, CMT injection (following non-
condensible gas injection) would be under predicted by the NOTRUMP code and ADS 4 actuation would be
ubsequently delayed.

Follawing sufficient draindown of the CMT tanks, the ADS Stage 4 valves open thereby providing an additional
vent path by which non-condensible gases can be removed from the RCS. With all ADS valves open, the
following escape paths exist for the injecte3 nitrogen: ou, the break, through the head cooling jets into the hot
legs and out ADS l 4, and through the cold legs, steam generators and hot legs out ADS l-4. In most cases the
last path is the most significant. Thergfore, collection of non-condensible gases in the pressurizer, hot legs and
upper plenum can not be sustained due to the venting of the primary system. The opening of the ADS 4 valves
provides the means for the final depressurization of the RCS which allows for the injection of water from the
IRWST.

*
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